Jelly Roll Stockings

A pattern by Amy Chappell of Ameroonie Designs
These Jelly Roll Stockings are full of texture, warmth
and will be a treasured heirloom for years to come!

Supplies:
You will need a roll of precut fabric strips and a roll of
Bosal precut batting strips. (or you can use 2 ½”
strips of both fabric and batting you cut yourself)
You will also need ⅓ yard of fabric for the back and
back lining of your stocking. (*you will need more
fabric for the back if your print is directional)
Finally, you will need a stocking pattern. There is one
included with this pattern, or you can use your own.
To assemble the included stocking template- print off
the three pages of the stocking pattern and align the
markings found on the three different sections. Tape
the sections together to make the stocking template.
Assembly:
Measure the height and width of the stocking pattern you are using. The pattern included makes
a stocking 18” high and 12” wide. Cut your strips of fabric and batting 1” longer than the width of
your stocking- if using the included pattern that will be 13”. Your finished strips are just over 1/2”
wide, divide the height of your stocking by .625 to get the number of total strips you will need, I
add a few more just to make sure you have plenty of room for your template. And depending on
how tightly you sew your strips together, you may find you need a couple more.
Lay your fabric strip wrong side up and place the batting strip directly on top. Fold the two raw
edges on the long sides toward the center and then fold the strip in half along the center,
keeping the raw edges in the middle. Clip in place using wonderclips or pins.
Sew down the open side of your strip with an edge stitch. Repeat for all your strips.
Arrange your finished strips in the order you like, or you can randomly grab the strips as you go.

Take 2 strips and place them right next to each other, one sewn edge to one folded edge. I find
it helpful to pin them together so they don’t shift as you sew. Change your stitch on your
machine to a wide zig zag stitch. Sew down the center of where the two strips meet, making
sure to catch both sides in your stitches. I usually do this in sets so I can chain stitch them all
together. Keep joining your strips until they are all sewn together in one large piece. Set aside.
Pin your stocking pattern piece the the backing fabric. Cut 2 pieces out of this fabric, making
sure the pieces go in opposite directions. *I find it helpful to just fold the fabric in half with right
sides together and cut out both pieces at once.
Trim the top ½” off of your pattern piece. Now pin your stocking pattern piece to the piece made
with the jelly roll strips. *MAKE SURE you line up the top of the stocking with the finished edge
of the top strip!! Cut out your stocking front.
Place one fabric stocking piece right side up. Lay the jelly roll piece on top of that and then
place the last stocking fabric piece right side down on top. Pin or clip all the layers together.
Sew around the stocking leaving the top open. Use a ¼” seam allowance.
Turn the stocking right side out through the top of the stocking with the quilted piece in the front.
The two fabric pieces should now be wrong sides together. Fold over the ½” of extra fabric on
the back pieces toward the inside of two fabric pieces. Make sure it lines up with the top of the
stocking front. Press the seams. If you want to include a loop for hanging, take a piece of ribbon
or yarn, fold it in half and place it in the top right corner. Make sure the raw edges are going into
the seam allowance. Top stitch along the back of the stocking.
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Directions:
Line up the corresponding markings on each of
the three sections and tape where the pages overlap
to create the stocking template.
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